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About This Content

Be a bus driver!
Have you ever dreamt of being a bus driver? Well, now you can take your seat behind the steering wheel of faithfully recreated

service buses of the “Wiener Linien”! Fully functional cockpits with lots of animations and realistic sounds ensure high
authenticity and create a simulation with the true flair of Vienna!

“Wien 2 – Line 23A” is the second of two add-ons for OMSI 2 placed in Vienna. It includes the route of Line 23A in different
variants and traffic routings as well as the appropriate articulated buses of high-floor and low-floor generations.

The interesting and challenging routing has been modeled in a true-to-original way with many objects and details and offers
prolonged driving pleasure for beginners and advanced drivers alike.

The buses are completely animated and include lots of functions of the everyday bus rides such as original announcements! AI-
controlled passenger cars, buses, trains, trams and subways can be encountered on the route thereby putting the finishing touches

on the scenery.

Perfect interplay
An ideal complement to this add-on is “Wien 1 – Line 24A”: The rigid buses which operate on Line 24A start out from the
same point of departure as those on Line 23A. Together, both add-ons ensure great variety and driving fun for many, many

hours!
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Articulated bus NG 235 M18 (first low-floor generation)

Articulated bus GU 240 M18 (last high-floor generation)

Route Vienna – Line 23A up to the year 2005 to Kagran

New routing Vienna – Line 23A since 2006 up to “Kagraner Platz“

Lots of new objects and street models

Real streets and buildings – maximum of authenticity

Many different routings with original timetables

Original „Wiener Linien“ bus stop announcements

AI tram Type E1-c3 and Type ULF

AI subway Type U

All vehicles are original replicas of the “Wiener Linien”

AI trains city train BR 4020 and Taurus locomotive BR 1116 of the ÖBB (Austrian Federal Railways)

New AI cars and AI motorbikes, perfectly animated – for the first time in OMSI’s traffic

Interesting and challenging routing

Many details and authentic scenery objects

Area / Line: Vienna, 22nd District
Line 23A in different routings:

until 2006: Kagran U – Hirschstetten am Heidjöchl

since 2006: Kagraner Platz U – Hausfeldstraße S
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I just want to know why.. Solid game, I had trouble working the co-op though. Played through it solo instead. Campaign is about
7 hours or so. Watch the trailer, if you likes these types of games than you will like party of sin.. Great music, great puzzles. End
of story.. very minimalistic game - logic and jumping puzzle based - very relaxed with nice tronesque aesthetics - i like it cos it
just so different from all the other games i play and is very relaxing - most of the time i have no idea what to do but the views in
paces are great. Just for fun. Good Game :)
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Phone app or flash game material.. It's a good game but in stream has too many Bugs in game. Not like the game on CD.. Great,
funny game after 8 hrs in, did not crash 1 time, had a few laughs, woth its price.. One of the very best detective games I have
EVER played! Loved how it played, the style and the voice acting. Really reminded me of the "Who done it books", a lot of
mental thinking an piecing together. One thing I loved was the absence of "spot the item" searches, and the inclusion of what to
say. I really look forward and would like to see a Lamplight City 2 and 3. Possible ideas are A) exploring the many mentioned
past cases B) exploring cases of his new detective agencies.. this game is amazing but say no to microtransactions. I got this for
pre order. I wont get for any more though.. Okay guys, despite the tag list not including this, this game is actually a fast-paced
RTS with lootbox elements that unlock new skins for Putt and Pep. Not a game for the faint of heart or for those who don't have
a 2021 gen GPU and 24GB of RAM.. This is a quick and fun tower defense style game. As other reviewers have said it's not
really one of great depth and once you've got the hang of spamming archers then most levels are straightforward.

This is also a simple game to get "perfect game" with 15 do-able achievements and a useful guide to getting them all is on the
community page. Took me under 4 hours play time to complete and get perfect game.

My one annoyance with this game is the game board doesn't quite fit on one screen and the scrolling is clunky.
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